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Abstract. Computation of the dependency basis is the fundamental step in solving the membership 
problem for functional dependencies (FDs) and multivalued dependencies (MVDS) in relational 
database theory. We examine this problem from an algebraic perspective. We introduce the notion 
of the inference basis of a set M of MVDs and show that it contains the maximum information 
about the logical consequences of M. We propose the notion of a dependency-lattice and develop 
an algebraic characterization of inference basis using simple notions from lattice theory. We also 
establish several interesting properties of dependency-lattices related to the implication problem. 
Founded on our characterization, we synthesize efficient algorithms for (a): computing the 
inference basis of a given set M of MVDs; (b): computing the dependency basis of a given 
attribute set w.r.t. M; and (c): solving the membership problem for MVDs. We also show that 
our results naturally extend to incorporate FDs also in a way that enables the solution of the 
membership problem for both FDs and MVDs put together. We finally show that our algorithms 
are more efficient than existing ones, when used to solve what we term the ‘generalized membership 
problem’. 
1. Introduction 
The relational model of data due to Codd [7] uses statements called data depen- 
dencies to express integrity constraints. The most important classes of dependencies 
are functional dependencies (FDs) [7] and multivalued dependencies (MVDs) [ 11,241. 
Given a set M of such dependencies that a database should satisfy, there are other 
dependencies which follow as a logical consequence [ 17,221. Complete axiomatiza- 
tions have been proposed for FDs [l, 191 and MVDs [3,6,18,21]. The implication 
or membership problem for dependencies is to determine whether a dependency d 
is logically implied by a set D of dependencies, where d and D are specified. 
Normal forms for relational data bases where proposed by Codd [7,8] and Fagin 
[ 1 l] as a way out of update and deletion anomalies [ 141. Solution to the membership 
problem is quite useful in designing relational data base schemes in certain normal 
forms [ 17,221. 
Given a set of MVDs M and an MVD X + + Y, the fundamental step in solving 
the membership problem is to compute DEPM (X)-the dependency basis of X w.r.t. 
M. There have been a number of works on such problems [2, 12, 13, 20, 231. 
Our principal aim in this paper is to lay down an algebraic foundation for 
addressing these problems. In this context, we pose the following problem. Given 
a set M of MVDs and m MVDs W, + + 2,). . . , W, + + Z,,,, we wish to determine 
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if each of these MVDs is logically implied by M. It is true that this problem is but 
an extended version of the familiar implication problem. However, its significance 
lies in the fact that an attempt to efficiently solve this problem very naturally prompts 
the introduction of the concept of an ‘inference basis’ of M. We shall see later that 
the inference basis contains the maximum information about the logical conse- 
quences of M. Centered around this notion, we build an algebraic theory for MVDs 
that allows treatment of problems of implication among MVDs. In this connection, 
we introduce the notion of a ‘dependency-lattice’ which we show to have elements 
corresponding to MVDs. Its merit is that inferences with MVDs can be elegantly 
carried out using algebraic operations on such lattices. Using dependency-lattices 
we obtain an algebraic characterization of dependency basis and inference basis. 
We also establish several interesting properties of dependency-lattices related to the 
implication problem. We use our result in synthesizing efficient algorithms for 
(a) computing the inference basis of M; 
(b) computing the dependency basis of X w.r.t. M for a given attribute set X; and 
(c) solving the generalized membership problem for MVDs and FDs. 
After a quick run through the preliminary notions of relational database theory 
and lattice theory in the next section, we introduce in Section 3 the notion of 
inference basis and examine its significance. In Section 4, we develop our algebraic 
theory for MVDs and obtain characterizations for various concepts surrounding 
MVDs. In Section 5, we present our algorithms. We also show that our results and 
algorithms carry over to the implication problem for FDs and MVDs taken together. 
2. Preliminaries 
2.1. Relational databases 
We refer to [17,22] for the fundamental notions and terminology of relational 
databases. A dependency d is said to be logically implied by a set D of dependencies 
if d holds in any relation in which all dependencies in D hold. The implication (or 
membership) problem for dependencies is to determine whether a dependency d is 
logically implied by a given set D of dependencies. Complete axiomatizations are 
available for FDs and MVDs [17,22]. 
In the case of MVDs, the notion of the dependency basis plays a central role in 
solving the implication problem. Let M be a given set of MVDs. For X G U, X can 
be partitioned into a collection of blocks W,, . . , W,, s.t. if ZG X, then X+ +Z 
is logically implied by M if and only if Z is the union of one or more W,. Such a 
partition of X is called the dependency basis of X w.r.t. M, denoted by DEP,(X) 
[ 17,221. It may be noted that MVDs not covered by the dependency basis as defined 
above are all trivial ones [17,22]. 
Fagin [ll] has proved the existence and uniqueness of the dependency basis of 
any attribute set. Computation of a dependency basis is the fundamental step in 
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solving the implication problem for MVDs. There have been a number of works on 
computing the dependency basis as well as solving the implication problem for 
MVDs [2, 3, 6, 12, 13, 18, 20, 21, 231. 
2.2. Lattices 
For important notions in lattice theory we refer to [5]. For a nonempty set S let 
II(S) denote the set of all partitions of S. Suppose that II(S) = {p,, . . , pl}. Then 
(n(S), s, ., +) forms a lattice called the partition lattice where p,, p, E II(S) 
(i) p,sp, ifVu,bES, up,b+up,b; 
(ii) u(p,.p,)b if up,b and up,b; and 
(iii) u(p,+pj)b if SC,,, . . , c, where ~~)=a, c, =b, and, for k=O ,..., m-l, 
clip! ck+l or ck& Cktl. 
Note that in the above we have used a partition p also to stand for the equivalence 
relation that it corresponds to. This lattice has a universal lower bound 0= 
{{a}: a E S}, which has singleton blocks and a universal upper bound 1 = {S}. 
Let L, , . . . , L, be r lattices. The direct union of L, , . . . , L, is a lattice L, 0. . .O L, 
defined over L, x. . . x L,. as follows: for ui, b, E Li, i = 1,. . , r, 
(1) (a ,,..., u,.)~(b ,,..., b,) if ui<b,,i=l ,..., r; 
(2) (u, , . . , u,).(b ,,..., b,.)=(u,.b ,,..., u,.b,); 
(3) (u, 9.. ., a,) + (b, , . . . , b,) = (a, + b, , . . . , a, + b,). 
As a consequence of this definition, the universal lower bound of L,,@. . ‘0 L, 
is given by 0 = (0,). . . , 0,) and the universal upper bound by 1= (1,). . . , 1,). 
A filter in a lattice L is a subset F s L such that 
(i) UE F, USX~XE F, VU,XE L; 
(ii) a, b E F+u.b E F, Vu, b E L. 
ForanyaEL,thesetF={xEL:a G x} is a filter called the principalfilter generated 
by a. 
3. The inference basis 
In this section, we introduce a new notion called ‘inference basis’ which will be 
shown to be useful in solving the implication problem. To begin, let us momentarily 
dwell on how the notion of the dependency basis assumes significance. To determine 
if X + + Y is a logical consequence of a given set M of MVDs, one actually need 
not compute the entire dependency basis of X. Instead, only blocks W, of the 
dependency basis such that W, n Y f fl need be computed [20]. 
However, suppose that several MVDs X + + Y, , . . . , X + + k’, have to be tested 
for implication by M. Since all these have the same left-hand side (LHS), DEP,,,, (X) 
once computed can be repeatedly used for implication testing, which is much more 
efficient than the usual method. Thus, computation of the dependency basis may 
be viewed as a kind of preprocessing which pays off in implication testing of several 
MVDs with the same LHS. 
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Now, consider the more general problem of testing whether each of the MVDs 
W, + + 2,) . . _ , W,,, + + Z,,, is logically implied by M. This we call the generalized 
membership problem. In this case, in general, there might be several MVDs with the 
same LHS as also several with distinct LHS’s. This observation tells us that precom- 
putation of the dependency basis would improve the overall efficiency. But, since 
we might have to test MVDs with an arbitrary LHS for implication by M, it appears 
that we need to compute the dependency basis of each Xc U. However, this is 
undesirable because of its exponential complexity. Fortunately, it turns out that we 
need only precompute the DEP,(X) for some prespecified X’s. In this context, 
we define the inference basis IB( M) of a set M of MVDs as follows: Let LHS( M) = 
{Xi:Xi++ Y;E M for some Yic U}. Then IB(M)={DEP,(X,):X,ELHS(M)}. 
The significance of the inference basis defined here is that, as we shall prove later, 
for any XC U the dependency basis of X can be synthesized from the members 
of IB( M) in an efficient manner. Its practical attraction derives from the following. 
For the generalized memberships problem posed above, precomputation of IB( M) 
improves the overall efficiency over conventional methods. Besides, the members 
of IB(M) (which are dependency bases really) can be computed using a method 
that is more efficient than any conventlbnal method for computing the dependency 
bases in IB( M) individually. 
Before concluding this section, we describe a scheme for solving the generalized 
membership problem for MVDs, using the inference basis. Figure 1 shows the 
various blocks in the scheme as well as how they interact. The preprocessor computes 
the inference basis of M. Let {d,, . . . , d,} be the set of MVDs whose membership 
is to be tested. The synthesizer generates the dependency basis of each distinct LHS. 
Finally, the decision element uses the appropriate dependency basis to decide 
whether each d, is logically implied by M. It will be seen later that this scheme is 
superior (in terms of complexity) to the conventional approach. Besides, it gives 
c 
dl . . ..d. 
@ Synthesizer 
DEP,, l-1 
+ Decision 
Yes/ No 
; 
Element 
4 
M : gwxl sot of MVDs 
dl . . . . d,-,, MVDs whose implicatron by M has to be tested 
For on explanation of how the various blocks Interact 
consult the text. 
Fig. 1. The role of the inference basis IB(M) in solving the implication problem for a large number 
of MVDs. 
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rise to a nice algebraic formalism in which to treat the generalized membership 
problem. 
4. An algebraic formalism for implication testing 
Lee [ 151 recently developed a comprehensive theory for relational data bases 
using partition lattices defined on the tuples of relations (called relation lattices in 
[15]). He has used that formalism to deal with various issues of FDs, MVDs, JDs 
(join dependencies), normal forms, and problems relating to the keys of relations. 
Here, we look at the static components of relations-the relation schemes. More 
precisely, we define lattices over partitions on relation schemes and use them in our 
latter characterizations. It is hoped that our theory will gradually extend to treat 
uniformly various important issues of relational databases. 
4.1. The dependency-lattice 
First, we shall introduce the notion of a ‘relation scheme lattice’. 
Definition. Let U = {A,, . . . , A,} be the universal relation scheme and let n(U) 
denote the set of all partitions on U. Then the partition lattice (n(U), S, ., +) is 
called a relation scheme lattice or simply scheme lattice. 
Notice that in this scheme lattice 0 = {{A,}, . . . , {A,,}} and 1 = { U}. In general, 
one can define a scheme lattice on any relation scheme X s U. Computation of the 
meet and join of elements of partition lattices has been thoroughly treated in [16]. 
We notice that the meet of two elements p, , p2 E II( U) can be computed as 
This is obvious from the definition of p, .p2. This observation is useful in proving 
a result about MVDs w.r.t. scheme lattices. 
Next, we shall see how we can relate MVDs in a relational database to scheme 
lattices. In the sequel, we assume without loss of generality that in an MVD 
X++ Y,Xn Y=@ An MVDX + + Y (where X n Y = 0) very naturally corre- 
sponds to the element { Y, Zj of a scheme lattice defined on n(x), where 2 = U - XY. 
The merit of this representation is that it easily extends to the generalized multivalued 
dependencies (GMVDS) proposed by Delobel [9]. A GMVD is a statement of the 
form X + --f Y,/ . . . / Yr, with lJi=, Y, = x, and Y, n Y, = 0, i fj. Let r be a relation 
over U and let X E U. Then the projection of r on X is r[X] = {t[X] : t E r}. 
Let r, and r, be two relations over X and Y. Then the join of r, and rZ is 
r, W r, = {t : t is an XY-value, t[X] E rl, t[ Y] E rZ}. 
Then the GMVD X + -+ Y1l . . . 1 Y, holds in a relation r if ML=, r[Xx] = r. Now, 
such a GMVD could be represented by the element {Y,, . . . , Yr} of the scheme 
lattice defined on x. Let us denote this lattice by Lx. 
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Next, we want to see how relation scheme lattices could aid in solving the 
membership problem. For this purpose, we consider an axiom system for MVDs. 
The following axiom system has been proved to be complete MVDs [4]: 
- complementation (MVDO): X + + Y iff X + + U - XY; 
- augmentation (MVDl): if X++ Y and VC W, then XW++ VY; 
- subset rule (MVD2): if X++ Y, W++ V with Wn Y=(d, then X-+-2 Yn V 
and X-+-+ Y-V. 
Suppose that M = {X + + Y, , . . . , X + + Y,}. Notice that all MVDs in M have 
the same LHS X. Each MVD in M clearly corresponds to an element of the scheme 
lattice Lx = (II(X), G, ., +). From the foregoing considerations, we have the follow- 
ing lemma. 
Lemma 4.1. Let M be the set of MVDs given above. Then the dependency basis 
DEP,(X) is the greatest lower bound of the elements in Lx corresponding to the 
MVDs in M. That is, 
DEP,v,(X) = glb({ Y,, X - Y,}, . . {Y,, X - Y,}). 
Proof. An easy induction on the number of MVDs in M. 0 
Thus, for handling MVDs with an identical LHS, we can conveniently use an 
appropriate scheme lattice. In the sequel, we shall consider the more general case 
of MVDs with several distinct LHS’s. From now on, we let LHS( M) = {X,, . . , X,}. 
For each LHS X,, let M contain i, MVDs with that LHS. Let p,, pz, . . . , pi, be the 
corresponding elements of the scheme lattice L,,. The partition p obtained by taking 
the glb of p,, . . , pi, is easily seen to have more information than any of these 
partitions w.r.t. the logical implication of MVDs. If p = {Y,, . . . , y\}, then p corre- 
sponds to the GMVD Xi + + Y,I . . . 1 Y,. Performing the above operation w.r.t. each 
distinct LHS in M produces a set M” of GMVDs. We call this the canonical 
representation of M. From the inference rules for MVDs, we have the following 
observations. First, each GMVD in M” is logically implied by M. Second, given 
an MVD d, d is logically implied by M if and only if d is logically implied by M*. 
Intuitively, M* may be regarded as some concise means of specifying the information 
content of M. 
We next define o(M) = LHS(M) u {Xix,: X,, X, E LHS( M)}. For each X in 
w(M), we have a scheme lattice Lx = (II(x), G, , +). We now define a new lattice 
L=Q XCwCMl (Lx) and call it the dependency-lattice for M. It is obtained by the 
direct union of several scheme lattices identified above. Having defined this lattice, 
our immediate task is to identify each MVD in M” with an appropriate element of 
the dependency-lattice, so we can bring the machinery of lattice theory to bear on 
the inference problem for MDVs. Before that, we make a few remarks on our 
notation. We use P, 0,. . . with possible subscripts to denote elements of L. Let P 
be an element of L. Note that the elements of L are obtained as the Cartesian product 
of the elements of L, for X E w(M). So, define the X-component Px of P to be 
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that component of P which corresponds to a partition of X. Further, for A E x, we 
denote the block in Px containing A by LY (P, X, A). 
Finally, for X, E LHS( M), we define S( P, X,, A) = (X,, , . . , X,,,) to be a sequence 
of Xi,, E LHS(M), q = 1, . . . , p, such that 
(i) for q=l,... , P, X,, n (,.(P, X, A) n CfK: a(P, X,, A))) =kt 
(ii) t/X E LHS( M), if X & 6( P, X,, A), then 
Xn a(P,X,A)n h 4P,X,,<,.4 >) f 0. 4-l 
Notice that g(P, Xi, A) is a sequence of LHS’s. However, we sometimes view it as 
a set for convenience of notation. We remark that, in general, 6( P, X,, A) need not 
be unique for given P, X,, and A. However, in our proofs we always consider a 
fixed sequence S( P, X,, A), for each P, X,, and A. 
Now, a GMVD X++ Y,l...lY, corresponds to an element P E L, where for 
each WE w(M), 
p = {Y,-W ,..., Y,-W} ifXcW, 
1 w {WI otherwise. 
In the following we assume that X, g X,, for any X,, X, E LHS(M). This assump- 
tion is made only for the convenience of treatment. Actually, our results and 
algorithms apply even when this assumption is violated. Consider an element P E L. 
For X,, Xi E LHS( M), if Pxrx, = { Y, , . . . , Y,}, then it induces a new X,-component 
{Z, > . . . > Z,}, where {Z, - X,, . . . , Z, - X,} is any upper bound of { Y,, . . . , Yy}. This 
induced X,-component is admitted by other components if, for each attribute 
A E X, -X,, if A E Z,, 1 c q s r, then the following is satisfied: 
3X,, , . . , X,,, E LHS(M) -{X,} such that 
)) 
=k3; 
(ii) Z,=a(P,X,,A)n 
> 
Suppose that p = {Z,, . . . , Z,} is an X,-component induced by Px,x, and 
admitted by other components. We call p the principal derivative of Px,x, w.r.t. Px,, 
denoted by r( P, X,X,, X,), if it satisfies the following: 
(i) VA E X, -X,, if AE Z,, for some s, 1 < s s r, then t/X E LHS(M), either 
Z,nX#@, or Z,ca(P,X,A); 
(ii) let 
z= u (Z,), 
Z,n(X,~X,)fll 
where Z, is defined above. 
Call an attribute of type 1 w.r.t. Px,,x, if A belongs to Z computed above. Any 
other attribute in X, is of type 2 w.r.t. Py,x,. For each attribute A of type 2, if A E Z,, 
for some q, 14 qsr, then Z,=a(P,X,X,,A)-Z. 
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Notice that if PxIx, induces at least one X,-component which is admitted by other 
components, then rr(P, X,X,, Xi) is guaranteed to exist. 
Since the definition of the principal derivative seen above is nonconstructive, it 
is worthwhile to consider its computation in order to reinforce our understanding 
of this notion. Suppose we want to compute v(P, Xix,, X,). First, for each attribute 
A in X, -Xi, the correct block 2, in 7~( P, X,X,, X,) such that A E 2, is computed as 
z,=a(P,X,,A)n 
Let Z be the set of all attributes of type 1 w.r.t. P x,x,. Then for each attribute A of 
type 2 w.r.t. Px,x,, the block Z, in n(P, X,X,, X,) such that A E 2, is computed as 
.Z,=a(P,X,X,,A)-2. 
Suppose that Px, = { Y,, . . . , Y,}. We can see that Px, leads to the partition 
Y,-xj,..., Y, - X, of X,X,. This we denote by p (P, X,, Xix,). P is said to be a 
proper element of L, if VXi, X, E LHS(M), Px,x, =glb(P(P, Xi, XiXj), 
P(P, X,, X,X,)). If, for pe L, Pxx , , has the principal derivative T(P, Xix,, Xi), then 
one may obtain a new element Q from P, as follows: 
(i) replace Px, with rr(P, X,X,, X,); 
(ii) replace each Px,x,, t/X, E LHS( M), X, # Xi, with an appropriate value so 
that the resultant element Q (say) becomes proper. Such an element Q is said to 
be directly generated from I? It is further said to be obtained from P by an 
X,-refinement using X,X, as the generator. Let P, , . . . , P,, s > 2, be a sequence of 
elements of L such that P,,, is directly generated from Pii, i = 1,. . . , s - 1. Then P, 
is said to be sequentially generated from P, . 
While dealing with the blocks in v(P, X,X,, X,), we encounter two types of 
attributes-those of type 1 and 2 w.r.t. Px,x,. Lemma 4.2 will identify the correct 
blocks containing each of these types of attributes. 
We say that two attributes A, B E X are sepurated in a partition P of X if A and 
B belong to distinct blocks in l? Lemma 4.3 will provide a sufficient condition for 
two attributes to be separated in a principal derivative. 
Lemma 4.2. Let P E L be a proper element and let Q be directly generated from P by 
an X,-refinement using X;X, as the generator. Then, for each A in Xi, either 
(4 a(Q,X,A)=a(P,X,A)n a(p,X,A) , 
XtS(P,X,,A) > 
or 
(b) a(Q,X,,A)=o(P,Xi,A)no(P,X,,A)-Z, 
where Z is the set of all attributes of type 1 w.r.t. Pxrx,. 
Proof. For each attribute A E X, -Xi, and hence for each attribute of type 1 w.r.t. 
P X,X,r clearly (a) holds. Consider an attribute A of type 2. We know that Q (Q, X,, A) = 
a (P, X,X,, A) - 2, where Z is the set of all attributes of type 1. Suffice it to show 
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that CI(P, Xix,, A) = o(P, Xi, A) n o(P, X,, A). For this, note that 
a(P,X,X,,A)=(a(P,Xi,A)-X,)n(a(P,X,,A)-Xl). 
Observing that Xi n a( P, X,, A) = X, n a( P, X,, A) = B, the result follows. q 
Lemma 4.3. Let P E L, X,, X, E LHS(M), and A, B E X, n x2. Suppose that A, B 
are separated in Px,xz and that A is of type 2 w.r.t. Px,xz. Then A and B are separated 
in the principal derivative TT(P, X,X,, X,). 
Proof. A is of type 2 by hypothesis. Let Z, E rr( P, X,X,, X,) be the block such that 
A E Z,. We then know that Z, = a( P, X,X,, A) -Z, where Z is the set of all attributes 
of type 1 w.r.t. Px,x,. Then B @ Z, since A, B are separated in Px,xz and hence the 
lemma. 0 
We next state two useful facts and prove a few technical lemmas, which are useful 
in the proof of the main theorems in Section 4.2. 
Fact 1. Let PE L, X,, Xz~ LHS(M), and let Q be directly generated from P by an 
X,-refinement using X,X, as the generator. Further, let A, B E U. Suppose that there 
exists an X E 6( P, X, , B) such that A E a( P, X, B) and assume that X is thefirst LHS 
in the sequence 8(P, X,, B) with the above property. Then X E 8(P, X, , A) and 
B& o(P, X, A). 
Proof. Follows from our remarks on the computation of the principal derivative. q 
Lemma 4.4. Let P, Q E L and X, , X, E LHS( M) be as in Fact 1 above. Suppose that 
AEX, isoftype2 w.r.t. PxIxL. ThenX,ES(P,X,,A). 
Proof. Since A is of type 2, we have 
AEa(Q,X,, C), VCEX,-XX,. (1) 
ConsideranyCEX,-X,withAEff(P,X,,C).By(l),wehave3YES(P,X,,C) 
such that 
Aa o(P, y, C). (2) 
Choosing Y to be the first LHS in 8(P, X,, C) which satisfies (2), we conclude 
(Fact 1) that ~YES(P,X,,A) such that 
C.@ a(P, y, A). (3) 
Since (3) is true for each C E X,-X,, we deduce that XZ~ 6(P, X,, A), as 
needed. 0 
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Lemma 4.5. Let P E L be a proper element, X, , X, E LHS( M), and A, B E _%, . Suppose 
that A, Bare separated in Px,x, and that X2 E S( P, X,, A). Then there exists an element 
Q E L directly generated from P by an X,-refinement using X,X, as the generator such 
that A, B are separated in Qx, . 
Proof. Consider any C E X2 - X, with A E a (P, X, , C). Since C E CY( P, X, , A) and 
X, E 6( P, X, , A), we have 3 Y E S( P, X, , A) such that C & (Y (P, Y, A). (Note that Y 
precedes X2 in the sequence 6( P, X, , A).) Choosing Y to be the first LHS in the 
sequence6(P,X,,A)suchthatC&a(P, Y,A)wehave,byFact1,3YE6(P,X,,C) 
such that Ag a(P, Y, C). 
Thus A is of type 2 w.r.t. Px,x,. Consider an element Q E L directly generated 
from P by an X,-refinement using X,X* as the generator. Since A, B are separated 
in Px,xz and A is of type 2, we see by Lemma 4.3 that A, B are separated in Qx,. 0 
Fact 2. Let P, Q, X,X, be as in Fact 1. Let A E x, and suppose that there exists an 
X E LHS(M) such that X E 6( Q, X, , A). Then X E 8(P, X, , A). Further, if there exists 
Y E LHS( M) such that YE 6( P, X, A), then YE 6( P, X, , A). 
Proof. Follows from our remarks on the computation of the principal derivative. 0 
Lemma 4.6. Let P, Q, X,, Xz be as above and let AE T?, be an attribute of type 2 
w.r.t. Pxlxz. Suppose that BET?, is an attribute of type 1 w.r.t. Px,x, and that 
BE cy(P, X,, A). Then there exists a YE 8(P, X,, A) such that Bg a(P, Y, A). 
Proof. By hypothesis, 
a(Q, XI, A) = a(P, XI, A) n ,.(f’, Xx, A) -G, 
where Z, is the set of all attributes of type 1 w.r.t. Px,xz. Also by hypothesis, 
BE~(P, X,,A) (4) 
and B E Z,, which implies 
BE(Y(Q,X,,C) forsome CEX,-X,. (5) 
From (5), we have BE a( P, X,, C). Then, by (4), we have 
A, BECI(P,X,, C). (6) 
Since A is of type 1, we have 
Ag a(Q, X,, C). (7) 
From (6) and (7), we have 3 YE 6( P, X, , C) such that A & (Y (P, Y, C). In view of 
(5), (6), this becomes 
~YE~(P,X,, B) such that A&a(P, Y, B). (8) 
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Choosing Y to be the first LHS in the sequence 8(P, X, , B) such that it satisfies 
(8) we have, by Fact 1, 
~YE~(P,X~,A) suchthat B&a(P, Y,A), 
which proves the lemma. ci 
4.2. Main results 
In this section, we prove some interesting properties concerning the structure of 
dependency-lattices, which have a bearing on the implication problem for MVDs. 
We then obtain algebraic characterizations for the inference basis IB( M) of M and 
the dependency basis DEPM(X) of an attribut set X, based on the formalism of 
dependency-lattices. We show in the process that the mechanism for making infer- 
ences with MVDs can be completely built into the dependency-lattice structure. 
The first theorem essentially says that a sequence of direct generations can be 
‘mimicked’ by a set of direct generations. 
Theorem 4.7. Let P, Q, R E L be such that Q is directly generated from P, and R is 
directly generated from Q by an X,-rejinement. Suppose that two attributes A, B E J?, 
are separated in Rx,. Then there exists an element R’E L directly generated from P 
by an X,-rejinement such that A, B are separated in RkU. 
Remark. Since the proof is involved, it is instructive to first consider the outline. 
First, suppose that Q is obtained by an X,-refinement. Further suppose that Q is 
obtained using X,X, as the generator and R is obtained using X,X, as the generator 
(see Fig. 2). Note that A, B being separtated in Qx,, is a trivial case. So, assume 
that B E a( Q, X,, A) and BE a( R, X,, A). The proof divides into several cases 
depending on whether X, # X, or X, =X, and also on whether A is of type 1 or 
I X1 -refinement X1 X,-generator 
Q 
i 
I Xa- refinement ‘a xb + generator 
Rd 1 A,B ETi, A,B Ex, separated in separated in 
RXa 
Sa 
Fig. 2. An interpretation of Theorem 4.7. 
xa - refinement 
(“‘suitable” generator ) 
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type 2 w.r.t. Px,x, as also w.r.t. QXUX,,. For each case, we identify an appropriate 
generator using an element R’ E L which is directly generated from P by an X,- 
refinement, such that A and B are separated in Rku. 
Proof of Theorem 4.7. We make the assumptions mentioned in the remark above. 
From the preceding considerations, we have 
Bca(Q,X,,A) and BsSa(R,X,,A). (9) 
We let Z,, Z, denote the set of all attributes of type 1 w.r.t. QX,,XI,, Px,x, respectively. 
Case 1: X, # X,. For this case, Px, = Qx,. In particular, we have 
a(J’, X,, A) = a(Q, Xa, A) and 6(P, X,, A) = S(Q, X,, A). (10) 
In addition, for this case, any attribute of type 1 w.r.t. Qx,,x, is also of type 1 w.r.t. 
P x,x,, . 
Case 1.1: A is of type 1 w.r.t. Qx,x,. Then 
aULK,A)=a(QJo,A)n n 
( xt8(~,x‘,,a) a(Q2 x2 A) ) 
By (9), this implies 
~YE~(Q,X,,A) such that B&a(Q, Y,A). 
Two subcases arise. 
(11) 
Case 1.1.1: Y # X,. By case assumption, Py = QY. In particular, a(P, Y, A) = 
a(Q, Y, A). Then, using (ll), (10) along with this, we get 
YE~(P,X,,A) and BEcr(P, Y,A). (12) 
Now, we directly generate an element R’ from P by an X,-refinement using X,X, 
as the generator. Then by 
B are separated in Rly”. 
Case 1.1.2: Y=X,. If 
above. So assume that 
BELY(P,X,,A). 
(12) and the fact that A is of type 1 w.r.t. PxoxI,, A and 
B& a(P,X,,A), then we are through as in Case 1.1.1 
(13) 
For this case, (11) becomes 
X,ES(Q,X,,A) and BGa(Q,X,,A). 
Then, from (10) and (14) we also have 
X, E s(P, X,, A). 
Two subcases arise. 
(14) 
(15) 
Case 1.1.2.1: A is of type 1 w.r.t. Px,x,. Then 
a(Q,X,,A)=a(P,X,,A)n a(f’,X,A) . 
Xis(P,X,,A) > 
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By (13), (14), we then have 
3 WE i3(P, X,, A) such that B& cz(P, W, A). (16) 
By (15), (16), and using Fact 2, we then get 3 WE 6( P, X,, A) such that 
BEG a(P, W, A). We are then through by Lemma 4.5. (Note that in this case, X, W 
is the generator.) 
Case 1.1.2.2: A is of type 2 w.r.t. Px,x,. Then 
cr(Q,X,,A)=cu(P,X,,A)na(P,X,,A)-Z,.. 
By (13) and (14), 
BE~(P,X,,A) or BEZ,.. (17) 
By case assumption and Lemma 4.4, we have X, E 8(P, X,, A) which, by (15), 
implies (Fact 2) 
X, E 8(P, X,, A). (18) 
So, if B t? a(P, Xc, A), then using Lemma 4.5 along with this and (18) we are through. 
(In this case, X,X, is the generator.) 
So assume BE a(P, X,,, A). By (17), we then have BE Z,.. That is, B is of type 1 
w.r.t. Pxlx,. Hence, by Lemma 4.6, we have 
3 Y, E S(P, X,, A) such that B& a(P, Y,, A). (19) 
Applying Lemma 4.5 to (19), and using (15), we are then through. (X,Y, is the 
generator.) 
Case 1.2: A is of type 2 w.r.t. QX,,Xh. Then 
a(R,X,,A)=a(Q,X,,A)ncu(Q,X,,A)-Zh 
by Lemma 4.2. By (9), we have 
B&cx(Q,X,,,A) or BEZ,,. (20) 
Also, by case assumption and Lemma 4.4, we have X, E 6( Q, X,,, A), which, by 
(lo), gives 
X, E s(P, X,, A). (21) 
We now show that for each subcase given by (20), the only nontrivial possibility is 
X, E g(E X,, A), BE a(P> X, > AL and B@a(Q,X,,A). (22) 
First, assume B & a( Q, X,, A). If X, # X,, then Px, = ox,, and hence 
BG cc(P, X,, A), which together with (21) and Lemma 4.5 implies the theorem. 
(X,X,, is the generator.) So, the non-trivial posibility is X, = X, If B E (Y (P, X, , A), 
we are again through by Lemma 4.5, with X,X, as the generator. Hence, assume 
BE cx(P, X,, A). Then, using (21), we see that (22) is satisfied. 
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For the other case, assume BE a(Q, X,,, A). Then, by (20) we have BE Z,,. That 
is, B is of type 1 w.r.t. Qx,,x,. Hence, by Lemma 4.6, 
~W,E~(Q,X,,A) suchthat BEa(Q, W,,A). (23) 
If W, # X, , then (23) becomes 3 W, E S( P, X,, A) such that B g cy (P, W, , A), which 
by Lemma 4.5 implies the theorem. (X,W, is the generator.) So the nontrivial 
possibility is W, = X, . Again, if B & cr (P, X, , A), we are trivially through by Lemma 
4.5. So we consider the case BE a( P, X,, A), which together with (23) and (10) 
implies (22). We now consider two subcases. 
Case 1.2.1: A is type 1 w.r.t. Px,x,. In this case, 
a(Q,Xl,A)=~(P,Xl,A)n (.Y(P,XA) . 
Xtfi(p31.A) > 
Using (22), we deduce that 3 Y2 E 6( P, X, , A) such that B sf cr(P, Yz, A). Since 
X, E 8(P, X,, A) by (22), using Fact 2 with the above we have Y2 E 6(P, X,, A) such 
that B.@ cr(P, Y2, A), which, by Lemma 4.5, implies the theorem. (X,Yz is the 
generator.) 
Case 1.2.2: A is of type 2 w.r.t. Px,x,. Then 
a(Q,X,,A)=a(P,X,,A)ncu(P,X,,,A)-Z,. 
By (22), we then see that 
Bga(P,X,.,A) or BEZ,.. (24) 
Also, by case assumption and Lemma 4.4, we get X, E 8(P, X,, A), which, by (22), 
gives 
X, 6 8(E X,, A). (25) 
If B@ a(P, Xc, A), then an application of Lemma 4.5 to (25) yields the theorem. 
(X,X, is the generator.) So assume BE cx(P, X,., A), which, by (24), gives BE Zc. 
That is, B is of type 1 w.r.t. PxIx,, and by Lemma 4.6 we have 3 W, E 8(P, X,, A) 
such that B & (Y (P, W,, A). This together with (22) gives 3 W, E 6( P, X,, A) such 
that B& a(P, W,, A), which, by Lemma 4.5, implies the theorem. (X, W, is the 
generator.) 
Case 2: X, = X,. As in Case 1, the only nontrivial case is 
B&a(R,X,,A) and BE(Y(Q,X,,A). (26) 
Case 2.1: A is of type 1 w.r.t. Pxux, . We have 
VXELHS(M), Xncu(Q,X,,A)#fd or a(Q,Xa,A)~a(P,X,A). (27) 
Two subcases arise. 
Case 2.1.1: A is of type 1 w.r.t. oxax,,. Then, by (26), 3 Yi E S(Q, X0, A) such 
that B E LY (Q, Y3, A). Since Y3 f X,, we have B .@ (Y (P, Y3, A). However, this contra- 
dicts (26) in view of (27). Hence this subcase cannot arise. 
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Case 2.1.2: A is of type 2 w.r.t. Qxax,. Then, 
a(R,X,,A)= (~(Q.Xa,A)na(Q,xh,A)-zh. 
By (26), we then have 
B$a(Q,Xh,A) or BEZI,. (28) 
For each case, we can readily identify an appropriate generator in a manner similar 
to that employed for Case 1. 
Case 2.2: A is of type 2 w.r.t. PxUx,. By case assumption and Lemma 4.4, we 
have X, E 6( P, X,, A). Two subcases arise. 
Case 2.2.1: A is of type 1 w.r.t. QxUx,. By arguments similar to those of Case 1, 
we can show that 3 Y4~ 6(P, X,, A) such that B & CY( P, Y4, A), which along with 
Lemma 4.5 implies the theorem. (X,Y, is the generator.) 
Case 2.2.2: A is of type 2 w.r.t. QX,,XI,. For this case, we can show that 3 W4~ 
8(P, X,, A) such that B& a(P, W,, A). This together with Lemma 4.5 implies the 
theorem. (X, W, is the generator.) That completes the proof. q 
For want of space, we have only given the outline of a proof for some of the 
subcases. The complete details are available in [25]. Theorem 4.7 says that if we 
can directly generate an element R from an element Q which in turn was directly 
generated from P, then there exists a ‘similar’ element R’, directly generated from 
l? This similarity has to do with the ‘extent’ of refinement of the partitions in the 
appropriate components of R and R’. Let P, sequentially generate P,. By an inductive 
extension, one can see that if P, directly generates an element R, then P, directly 
generates a similar element R’ in the sense of Theorem 4.7. 
Let P, Q E L, and Q, be directly generated from Q by an X,-refinement. Let P, 
be obtained from P by an X,-refinement with the same generator as used to obtain 
Q, . Then P, is said to be obtained from P by a refinement corresponding to Q,. 
We next prove a technical lemma used in the proof of Theorem 4.9. 
Lemma 4.8. Let P E L and let {Q, , . . . , QI} be the set of all elements directly generated 
from P. Further, let Q = glb( Q, , . . . , Qr), X, E LHS(M), and let A, B E x,. Suppose 
that B E a( P, X,, A) and that there exists a WE 6( P, Xi, A) such that B +? a( P, W, A). 
Then B&a(Q,Xi,A). 
Proof. Since 3 WE S( P, X,, A) such that B & a( P, W, A), by Lemma 4.5, there exists 
an element, say P’E L, directly generated from P by an X,-refinement, using X,W 
as the generator, such that B& a( P’, X,, A). By hypothesis, then P’= Q, for some 
j, 1 sjs r. That is, Bg cu(Q,, X,, A) for some j, 1 s js r. Since Q = glb(Q,, . . . , QI), 
the result follows. 0 
We next prove another important theorem which establishes an interesting 
relationship between the meet operation and the notion of direct generation in 
dependency-lattices. This paves the way for incorporating the inference machinery 
for MVDs into the algebraic operations in dependency-lattices. 
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Theorem 4.9. Let P E L and let {Q,, . . . , Qr} be the set of all elements directly 
generated from P. Suppose that Q?,,, . . . , Qr,r-, are directly generated from Qr, by 
rejinements corresponding to Q, , . . . , QI_, respectively. Then glb( Q,, . . . , QI) = 
db(Q,,, . . . , Qr,rmJ. 
Proof. Let Q = glb( Q, , . . . , QI). First, we shall show that Q,i G Qi, i = 1, . . . , r - 1. 
Consider a fixed i, 1 s is r- 1. Suppose that Q1 is obtained using the generator 
X,X, and Q,. using the generator X,X,. In general, X, and X2 need not be distinct. 
Let Y denote the set of all attributes of type 1 w.r.t. PxIx,, and Z those of type 1 
w.r.t. (Qr_)x,x,. Note that Pw = ( Q,)w whenever W # X, and W # X,X, for any 
X, E LHS( M). So, since Q1,, G P and from the properties of the principal derivative, 
we see that we need only show ( Qr,,)x, s ( Qi)x,. 
For an attribute A of type 1 w.r.t. PxIxu, wehavecr(Q,,X,,A)Ea(P,X,,A)and 
6(P,X,,A)c6(Q,,X,,A).SinceAisoftype l,wealsohave 
Aca(P,X,,C) and AE~(P,X,C), 
XE~(P,X,,C) (=8(P,X,,A)) forsome CEX,-Xi. (29) 
If AE a(Qr,,, X,, C), then, by Theorem 4.7, there is an element, say Q,, directly 
generated from P by an X,-refinement, which is similar to Q,i. That is, 
A& LY(Q~, X,, C). Let X,X, be the generator for Q,. Then, by a reasoning similar 
to that employed in Theorem 4.7, we can show that there exists an X E 6( P, X, , C) 
such that A ES a (P, X, C), which contradicts (29). This implies that A is also of type 
1 w.r.t. (Qr)x,x,. We then have 
YE z, (30) 
(Y(Q,,i,XL,A)~cr(Q,,X,,A), VAE Y. (31) 
Consider now an attribute A of type 2 w.r.t. Px,x,,. Then, for each C E X, -X1, 
A&a(Qz, X,, C). Since CE Y, by (31), we have cr(Q,,,,X,, C)G (Y(Q;, Xi, C) for 
each C E X, - X, , and hence, A & LY( Qr,l, X, , C). That is, A is also of type 2 w.r.t. 
CQr)x,x, and thus, Y n X, G Z n x, . Now since Y and Z are both disjoint with X, 
and in view of (30), we deduce that 
Y = z. 
We then have 
~(Q;,x,,A)=a(P,X,,A)n~(P,X,,A)-Y 
and 
(32) 
(33) 
a(Qr,,,x,,A)=~~(Q,,x,,A)na(Q,,x,,A)-z. (34) 
Since Q,.< P, it is then clear that 
(Y(Q~,,,X,,A)~(~(Q,,X~,A), VAE FnX,. (35) 
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(31) and (35) imply that (Q,i)x, Go,. Since this holds for any i=l,..., r-l, 
in view of the arguments given in the beginning, we have 
Qr,l~Qi, i=l,..., r-l. 
We now proceed to show that 
(36) 
QsQ~,~, i=l,..., r-l, (37) 
which along with (36) would imply the theorem. 
Consider any A E 2. By (32), we have A E I’. Then, from the properties of the 
principal derivative, we have 
LY(Qi,X,,A)~~(Q,,i,X,,A), VAEZ. (38) 
So, consider any A E .?? n x, . By (32), we have A E v n x, . Hence, we have 
~(Qr,,,X1,A)=(Y(Qr,XI,A)na(Q,,X,,A)-Z, 
and 
We know that Q,, 4 Q,. Suppose that cr( Qr,,, Xi, A) s: a( Qi, X, , A). Consider any 
BE a(Qi, X,,A), with Be a(Qr,,,X,, A). Since Y=Z, we have 
B .GJ a(Qr, XI, A), BE a(p, X,, A), 
or (39) 
Bg a(Qr, JL, A), BE a(P, X,, A). 
Equivalently, either X, = X2 or X, = X,. Since these cases are symmetric, we shall 
only consider X, = X,. In this case, B E a( P, X, , A), but B FG a( Qr, X,, A). Then it 
can be shown by a reasoning similar to that used for Theorem 4.7 that 
3 W, E 8(P, X,, A) such that Bg a(P, W,, A). (40) 
Then by Lemma 4.5, there exists an element, say Q,, directly generated from P by 
an X,-refinement such that BE! a( Q,, X, , A). It is then clear that B .@ cz( Q, X, , A). 
So, we see that 
LY(Q,X,,A)~(U(Q,,,,X,,A), VAETnX,. (41) 
(38) and (41) imply that 
Qx, s (Qv)x, > i=l,...,r-1. (42) 
Now, if X, =X,, then (42) implies (37) in view of the arguments given in the 
beginning. IfX,fX,,then QX24(Q,)xZ,andhence Qx,s(Qri)x,, i=l,...,r-1. 
This together with (42), implies (37), by the arguments given in the beginning. 0 
Let us make an interesting observation about directly generated elements in a 
dependency-lattice. Consider an element P E L, X E LHS(M) and suppose that Q 
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is directly generated from l? Suppose that Px = {Y,, . . . , Yq}. Clearly, Px corre- 
sponds to the set of MVDs defined as 
MVDs(P, X) = {X + + Y, : i = 1,. . . ,9}. 
Let MVDs(P) be defined by 
MVDs(P) = u MVDs( P, W) 
Wsw(M) 
Now, it is not difficult to see that the MVDs in MVDs( Q) are logical consequences 
of those in MVDs(P). Thus, direct generation (and hence, sequential generation) 
corresponds to making inferences with MVDs. 
Now, let us inductively extend the process of directly generating new elements 
by means of refinements corresponding to appropriate elements in a dependency- 
lattice. Let P directly generate exactly the elements Q,, . . . , Q,. Then obtain 
Q r,,r..., QI,I_, from QI by means of refinements corresponding to Q,, . . . , Qr_, 
respectively. Again, apply to Qr,r_, refinements corresponding to Q,, , . . . , Qr,r_2 to 
derive the elements Q,-,r_,;r,,, . . , Qr,r_,;r,r-2. If this process is continued, it will 
eventually terminate upon the generation of a unique element, say R. By applying 
induction using Theorem 4.9, we see that R = glb( Q,, . . . , QI). In view of the remark 
above, we then see that Theorem 4.9 establishes an interesting relationship between 
the algebraic meet operation and performing inferences with MVDs. Our next 
theorem proves that P cannot sequentially generate anything lower than R. 
Theorem 4.10. Consider an element P E L. Let {Q, , . . , Qr} be the set of all elements 
directly generated from P. Then glb( Q, , . . . , Qr) is the least element of L sequentially 
generated from P. 
Proof. Let Q = glb( Q,, . . . , Q,). From Theorem 4.9, we know that Q is sequentially 
generated from P. If possible, let there exist a Q’E L sequentially generated from 
P such that Q’< Q. Then, clearly, Qk < Qx for some X E LHS(M). Hence, for 
some A, BE x, A and B are separated in Qk, but not in Qx. Then, by Theorem 
4.9 (see the remarks following Theorem 4.9), there exists a similar element, say Q,, 
directly generated from P (by an X-refinement) such that A and B are separated 
in (Q,lx. However, since Q< Q,, this contradicts the fact that A and B are not 
separated in Qx. Hence the theorem. 0 
Now, let M be a set of MVDs and M” its canonical form. Let P,, . . . , Pk be the 
elements of L corresponding to the GMVDs in M”. Let P = glb( P, , . . , Pk). Suppose 
now that {Q, , . . . , QI} is the set of all elements directly generated from P. Then, 
Theorems 4.9 and 4.10 assert that the maximum information about logical conse- 
quences of M that one can derive using sequential generation corresponds to the 
element glb( Q, , . . . , Qr). The next theorem essentially shows that this information 
exactly meets our requirementrs. Specifically, it shows that the meet of all the 
elements directly generated from P corresponds to the inference basis. Recall that 
LHS(M)={X,,...,X,}. 
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Theorem 4.11. Let M be a set of MVDs and M” be its canonicalform. Let P, , . . . , Pk E 
L be the elements corresponding to the GMVDs in M” and let P=glb(P,, . . . , Pk). 
Suppose that {Q, , . . . , Qr} is the set of all elements directly generated from P and let 
Q = glb(Q,, . . . , Qr). Then Q corresponds to the inference basis of M, i.e., Qx, = 
DEPM (Xi), VX, E LHS( M). 
Proof. We use the following observation by Beeri [2]. Let { W,, . . . , WY} be a 
partition of X for some X c U. Then it is the dependency basis DEPM(X) of X if 
and only if, for i = 1,. . . , s and for each X,, + + Y, in M, either X, n W, #(d or 
Y, n W, = (d, Z, G Y,. We shall show that this holds w.r.t. the partition Qx,, for each 
Xi E LHS( M). 
Without loss of generality, we prove the result w.r.t. X, E LHS( M). P directly 
generates at most k - 1 elements by an X,-refinement. Let Qz, . . . , Qk be these 
elements and suppose that X,X, is the generator for Q,, i = 2,. . . , k. Then, if 
Q’=glb(Q,, . . , Qk), then, clearly, Qk, = Qx,. 
Now, assume that for some block YE Q;, and some MVD X, + + Z Beeri’s 
criterion is violated. That is, Xj n Y =(d, YnZ#@# Y-Z Since Q’= 
glb( Qz, . . , Qk), suppose that Y = n:=2 Y,,, where 
y, E (Q,)x,, p=2,...,k. (43) 
Consider two attributes A, B E Y such that A E Z and B ST? Z. Then, by (43), we have 
A, BE Y,, p=2 ,..., k. (44) 
Case 1: A is of type 1 w.r.t. PxIx,, for some p, 2 s p s k. Then, from the properties 
of the principal derivative, we have 
This implies that Y = a(Q’, X,, A) = a( Q,,, X,, A). However, X, E S(Q,, X,, A) 
(= 6( Q, X,, A)) and hence, X, E S(P, X,, A) (by Fact 2), and we know that 
B E a( P, X,, A). This is a contradiction by the definition of the principal derivative 
(recall that B E a( Q,,, X,, A)). 
Case 2: A is of type 2 w.r.t. Px,x, for p = 2,. . . , k. In particular, A is of type 2 
w.r.t. Px,x,. Since BE a (P, X,, A), A and B are separated in Px,,). Then, by Lemma 
4.3, A and B are separated in (Q,)x, which contradicts (44). (Note that Y, = 
a( Q,, X, , A).) That proves the theorem. 0 
Theorem 4.11 gives an algebraic characterization of the notion of inference basis 
based on dependency-lattices. Specifically, it proves that if Q,, . . , Qr are all the 
elements directly generated from the element P given in the theorem, then 
glb(Q,,...,Q,) corresponds to the inference basis IB( M). From Theorem 4.10, we 
know that glb(Q,, . . , Qr) is also the least element of the dependency-lattice L 
sequentially generated from P. In view of our earlier remarks, Theorems 4.9-4.11 
imply that the inference mechanism for MVDs is completely built into the structure 
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of dependency-lattices. Our next task is to prove that computation of the inference 
basis will deliver the goods-that is, it can be used to synthesize the dependency 
basis of any arbitrary attribute set. This can be accomplished by a method rather 
similar in approach to the computation of the inference basis. 
Given a set of attributes X c U where, in general, X @ LHS(M), define S(X) = 
{X, E LHS( M) : X; s X}, Z(X)={X,ELHS(M):X~&S(X), X,nX#p)}, and 
Z’(X) = Z(X) u {X}. For each X, E S(X), DEP,(X,) may be directly obtained from 
IB( M). Notice that each such dependency basis corresponds to a GMVD with LHS 
Xi. If DEPnn (X,) = { Y, , . . . , Y,}, then { Y, - X, . . . , Y, - X} corresponds to a GMVD 
with LHS X. Let M, be the set of all such GMVDs (partitions of X) so obtained 
from S(X) and IB(M). Then the glb of all these partitions produces another GMVD 
with LHS X which we call the X-GMVD. Again, for each X, in Z(X), DEP,(X,) 
(obtained from IB(M)) corresponds to an Xi-GMVD. Define N = 
{ W-GMVDs: WE Z’(X)}, and let w(N) be defined as before. Now we can make 
use of the formalism and machinery of dependency-lattices for computing the 
dependency basis of X. Let L, be the dependency-lattice for N, i.e., L, = 
0 zcw(N) (Lz), h w ere Lz is, as before, the scheme lattice associated with 2. Let 
LHS( N) = Z’(X) = {X,, . . . , X,, X} and let P,, . . . , P,, P,+, be the elements of the 
dependency-lattice L, such that P, corresponds to the X-GMVD in N, i = 1, . . , t, 
and P,,, corresponds to the X-GMVD in N. Suppose that P is obtained as 
glb(P, , . . . > P,+l). Now, let P directly generate exactly the elements Qr , . . . , Q,. of 
L,, and let Q = glb( Q, , . , Qr). Then we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.12. Let P, Q be elements of the dependency-lattice L, as defined above. 
Then Q corresponds to the dependency basis of X-that is, Qx = DEP,+,(X). 
Proof. From the inference rules given for MVDs, one can readily see that 
DEPM(X) = DEP,(X). Now, that Qx = DEP,(X) = DEP,+,(X) immediately fol- 
lows from Theorem 4.11. 0 
We observe that each element directly generated from P is obtained by an 
X-refinement in the dependency-lattice L,. This is because, since Px, already 
corresponds to DEP,(X,), VX, E Z(X), it cannot be refined further. Theorem 4.12 
then proves that using the inference basis one can synthesize the dependency basis 
of an arbitrary attribute set in a simple way, thus solving the membership problem. 
The efficiency of this method over the conventional ones will be settled in the next 
section. 
Let M be a set of MVDs and L the dependency-lattice for M. Further, let 
p,, . . ., Pk E L correspond to the GMVDs in the canonical representation M* of M 
and let P = glb( P, , . . . , Pk). Suppose that Q E L is the least element sequentially 
generated from Z? Then, in view of Theorems 4.9-4.11 as well as the remarks 
following these theorems, we have the following interesting theorem. 
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Theorem 4.13. The set Con(M) of logical consequences of the MVDs in M corresponds 
to the principal jilter of L generated by Q-that is, 
{X++ Y:XE~(M), M I= X++ Y}= u MVDs(R), 
RGF 
where F is the principal jilter of L generated by Q. 
Proof. Obvious from the remarks above. q 
Now, by Theorem 4.10, F in Theorem 4.13 is also the principal filter generated 
by gMQ, , . . . , Q1), where Q,, . . . , QI are all the elements directly generated 
from I? 
The above result is significant in the light of the efficient algorithms available for 
computing ideals and filters such as in [lo]. 
Example. In order to bring out the import of our results, let us consider an example. 
For simplicity, we directly begin with a set of GMVDs-that is, the canonical 
representation of M. We let U = {A, . . . , L}. Now, let M” be the set of GMVDs 
{AB++CDEIFGHIZJKL, CD++ABEIFGZIHJKL, Z++ABCDIEFIGJHIKL}. 
Thus, LHS( M) = LHS(M*) = {AB, CD, I}. The corresponding dependency-lattice 
would be 
L = L,,O LCOO L, 0 L/Wc.“O LAB, 0 L,.,,, 
where L, stands for the scheme lattice corresponding to X. The element correspond- 
ing to the AB-GMVD is 
({ CDE, FGH, ZJKL}, {CD}, I, {E, FGH, ZJKL}, { CDE, FGH, JKL}, { CDZ}). 
Similarly, one can readily identify the elements of L corresponding to the other 
GMVDs in M”. The greatest lower bound of all the elements of L corresponding 
to the GMVDs can be easily verified to be 
P=({CDE, FGH, ZJKL}, {ABE, FGZ, HJKL}, {ABCD, EF, GJH, KL}, 
{E, FG, H, Z, JKL}, {CD, E, F, GH, J, KL}, {AB, E, F, G, JH, KL}). 
Next, we shall obtain an element Q, directly generated from P by an AB- 
refinement using ABCD as the generator. Using the principles described before, we 
have 
Q, = ({CD, E, FG K 4 JKLI, Pen P,, l-f% FG, K 1, JKLI, 
{CD, E, F, G, H, J, KLI, Pm, 1. 
Similarly, the reader can readily work out other elements directly generated from 
P as well as verify that the greatest lower bound of all the elements directly generated 
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from P is given by 
({CD, E, F, G, H, 6 J, KLI, iA& E, F, G ff, 4 J, KLI, 
{ABW 6 F, G fA J, =I, (6 F, G H, 1, J, =,I, 
{CD, E, F, G M J, W, {A& 4 F, G, f4 J, WI. 
Of course, the X-component of the above element corresponds to DEP,(X) for 
X=AB,CD,I. 
In an analogous manner, DEP,,,,(X) for an arbitrary X c {A, B, . . , L} can be 
obtained from the appropriate dependency-lattice L, as explained earlier. 
In the next section, we develop algorithms for computing the inference basis and 
the dependency basis and also for solving the implication problem for MVDs, using 
our results. The characterization of dependency basis given above (Theorem 4.12) 
may be seen to be quite similar to that of inference basis given earlier (Theorem 
4.11). Our algorithms in the next section reflect this similarity. 
5. The algorithms 
In this sectionwe present our algorithms for the various problems. We also 
compare them with existing ones as regards complexity. 
5.1. The inference basis 
Given a set M of MVDs, we want to compute IB( M)-the inference basis of M. 
Let us clarify certain conventions. An MVD in M with an LHS Xi will be called 
an X,-GMVD. The new GMVD formed by shifting attributes in X, -Xi from the 
right-hand side of an X,-GMVD to the LHS is called an X,X,-GMVD. Note that 
X,X,-GMVDs can be formed from an X,-GMVD as well as from an X,-GMVD. In 
general, these two X,X,-GMVDs are distinct. An X,-GMVD in M corresponds to 
Px, where P E L is the element identified in Theorem 4.11. Now the glb of the 
X,X,-GMVDs mentioned above gives Px,x,. In the algorithm below we use notations 
used in connection with MVD-lattices in Section 4. For instance, u (P, Xi, A) is that 
block on the RHS of the Xi-GMVD to which A belongs. Similarly, the notations 
used have their obvious corresponding meaning for GMVDs. 
Algorithm 5.1 (inference basis) 
Input: A set M of MVDs 
Output: The inference basis IB(M) 
begin 
(1) for each Xi E LHS(M) do 
(2) take the glb of all X,-MVDs in M 
rof;/ M” is generated/ 
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(3) for each Xi E LHS(M) do 
(4) for each X, E LHS( M) s.t. X, # X, do 
(5) form the pair of X,X,-GMVDs from the X,-GMVD and the X,-GMVD; 
take their glb; 
(6) currentset := (d; DEP,(X,) := 0; 
(7) for each A E X, - X, - currentset do 
I+‘:= ~(p, Xi, A) n (nxt8Cp,x,,AJ a(p, X, A)); 
DEP,(X,) := DEP,(X,) u { W}; 
currentset := currentset u W 
rof; 
Z := currentset; 
(8) for each A E J?, - currentset do 
DEPj(Xi):=DEP;(X,)u{cr(P,X;Xj,A)-Z}; 
currentset := currentset u ((Y (P, X,x,, A) - Z) 
rof; 
rof; 
(9) DEP(X,) := glb({DEP;(X,) :j f i}) 
rof 
end. 
The correctness of this algorithm follows immediately from Theorem 4.11. A 
parenthetical note is that, prior to computing DEP,(X,), portions of P needed for 
this computation are also determined as part of the algorithm. 
As for the complexity, we remark that we use a combination of a SET-UNION- 
FIND data structure with a data structure somewhat similar to that in [12]. 
Specifically, each set in the system is represented as in the SET-UNION-FIND data 
structure in such a way that for any attribute A the collection of sets containing A 
can be found in time proportional to the size of this collection. With each X, E 
LHS(M), there is an associated array with entries corresponding to IX, n a(P, X,, A)1 
for each Xi, j # i, and for each A E X, -X,. These entries are dynamically modified 
in the algorithm. 
Let llM/l denote the space needed to write down the MVDs in M. Further, let 
/L/I = n and ILHS(M)~ = k. Note that, in general, IMI > k. Initializing the construct 
above (w.r.t. all X,, X, and A E X, -Xi) takes 0( 11 M 11) time. Let W be CI( P, Xi, A) 
initially. As W is iteratively modified as W n a( P, X, A), for successive X in the 
sequence 6( P, X,, A), for each attribute just removed from W, we do the following. 
For each X, containing A, decrement the appropriate entry in the associated array 
by 1. The next X E 8(P, X,, A) is chosen to be one with the IX n a(P, X,, A)I-entry 
currently zero. For each X,, in computing DEP(X,), the total cost of such 
modification is 0( II M 11). Computing DEP(X,) itself costs 0( ]I M 11) time (including 
the time for finding blocks containing only type 2 attributes and the final computation 
of glb). In addition, generation of M* from M takes O(kn) = 0( 11 M 11) time. Hence, 
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determination of the inference basis IB(M) (i.e., k dependency bases) takes 
O(k. 11 M 11) time in the worst case. 
5.2. 7’he dependency basis 
As we saw in Section 4, the same principle as used to compute the inference basis 
can be made use of for computing the dependency basis. We present the algorithm 
below. Note that here, P is the element in L, as identified in Theorem 4.12. 
Algorithm 5.2 (dependency basis) 
Input: A set M of MVDs and an attribute set X (The inference basis IB(M) is 
assumed to be available) 
Output: DEP,(X) 
begin 
(1) compute I(X) and S(X); 
(2) for each Xi E S(X) do 
form a new “X’-GMVD” by shifting attributes in X -Xi to the left 
l-of; 
(3) X-GMVD:= glb({X’-GMVD: X, E S(X)}); 
(4) for each X, E I(X) do 
(5) form the pair of XX,-GMVDs; take their glb; 
(6) currentset := 0; DEP,(X) := 0; 
(7) for each A E X, -X - currentset do 
W:= a(P, X, A) n (fLs(~,x,a, a(p, W 4); 
DEP,(X) := DEP,(X) u { W}; 
currentset := currentset u W 
rof; 
Z := currentset; 
(8) for each A E T? - currentset do 
DEP,(X):=DEP,(X)u{cu(P,XX,,A)-Z}; 
currentset := currentset u ((Y (P, XX,, A) - Z) 
rof 
rof; 
DEP(X) := glb({DEP,(X) : X, E I(X)}) 
end. 
Again, correctness immediately follows from Theorem 4.12. Using a data structure 
similar to that used for Algorithm 5.1, it can be easily shown by similar arguments 
that Algorithm 5.2 takes O( 1) M 11) time. 
Now, consider the generalized membership problem posed earlier. We want to 
settle the membership of many MVDs. So, as argued in Section 3, computation of 
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the dependency bases is bound to pay off. So, assume that we want to compute m 
dependency bases, m >> k. Then our approach leads to a complexity of O(k. 11 MI\ + 
rn. /Ml/), where O(k. llMll) t’ rme is incurred for computing the inference basis and 
O(m . I/ Mll) for computing m dependency bases. On the other hand, consider a 
conventional approach to this problem. An approach based on Sagiv’s algorithm 
[20] leads to a time complexity of 0(x:=, IS,1 . IIMl(), where /S,I is the number of 
blocks in the ith dependency basis. This would deteriorate to 0( mn . II M 11) in the 
worst case. On the other hand, Galil’s algorithm [12] leads to a worst-case time 
complexity of 0( m . IIt4 . II M II). Clearly, our approach leads to a better performance 
than either of the above. Note that the problem just considered-the generalized 
membership problem-very naturally arises in the context of database design, which 
illustrates the significance of our results. 
5.3. The implication problem 
The algorithm for the implication problem for MVDs is obtained from simple 
modifications to the algorithm for computing the dependency basis, along the lines 
of [20]. 
Algorithm 5.3 (test-implication) 
Input: A set M of MVDs and another MVD X + + Y 
Output: “Yes” if X + + Y is logically implied by M and “No” otherwise 
begin 
(1) currentset := (d; 
(2) for each A in Y - currentset do 
find out the block Z in DEP,,,, (X) such that A E Z; 
(3) if Z SL Y then print(“No”) exit 
fi 
rof; 
print(“Yes”) 
end. 
Finally, we observe that so far we have considered MVDs exclusively, in our 
treatment of dependency-lattices and development of algorithms. However, in view 
of the results in [2], we note that our results and algorithms carry over to the 
implication (as does the generalized membership) problem for FDs and MVDs 
taken together. 
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